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Nominations Sought for Leonard Bloomfield Book Award

Call for Organized Session Proposals, 2015 Annual Meeting

2015 Linguistic Institute Updates

LSA Executive Committee Meeting: May 3-4, Atlanta, GA

April Member Spotlight: Laura Wagner

Request for Proposal, 2017 Linguistic Institute

Request for Satellite Meeting Proposals, 2016 Annual Meeting

Available for Sponsored E-mail
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The LSA Update is a periodic electronic newsletter for LSA members, featuring news and information about current activities, programs, publications, resources, and other items of interest to the membership.

Q: The country with the most LSA Facebook Fans is the United States. Which country has the second largest number?

a) Brazil  b) Canada  c) Egypt  d) Indonesia

A: c) Egypt. Brazil, Canada and Indonesia are 7th, 6th, and 8th, respectively.

Visit the LSA Facebook Page for breaking LSA and Linguistics news, quizzes, funnies and more.

Get Language Content Delivered Directly to Your Inbox

Did you know that you can have the latest content from Language sent directly to your Inbox? Click here to get the four most recent issues, or here to get the contents of the latest issue.

Note: You will need to install an RSS feeder such as Feedly or The Old Reader on your computer or mobile device in order to access this feature.